In this paper, the predictive block-constrained trellis coded vector quantization (BC-TCVQ) schemes are developed for quantization of multiple frames line spectral frequency (LSF) parameters. The consecutive LSF frames are interleaved to subvectors for trellis modeling. The predictive BC-TCVQ systems are then designed to encode multi-frame LSF parameters. The performance evaluation of proposed schemes is compared with the single-frame LSF encoding methods using multi-stage vector quantization (MSVQ) and predictive block-constrained trellis coded quantization (BC-TCQ), demonstrating significant reduction of bit rate for transparent coding. The developed multi-frame LSF quantization schemes show satisfactory performance even at very low encoding rate, and thus can be efficiently applied to the speech coders with moderate delay.
Introduction
In the linear predictive coding (LPC) based speech coders, the encoding of line spectral frequency (LSF) parameters is a major issue [1] . LSF parameters are usually extracted, quantized, and transmitted on a frame-by-frame basis in speech coders. The empirical lower bounds on the bit rate required for transparent coding of single frame LSF parameters have been studied in [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, high correlation between consecutive LPC parameters has been evidenced and it can be exploited to surpass the bit rate limits of single-frame LSF quantization [6, 7] . Paliwal and So introduced the multi-frame GMM-based block quantizer for quantizing the LSF parameters for narrowband and wideband speech coding [6, 7] . Recently, a multi-frame quantization of LSF parameters using a deep autoencoder and pyramid vector quantizer was proposed [8] . The multi-frame coding of LSF parameters also has been extensively applied to the speech coders with moderate delay to reduce the encoding rate. For the adaptive multi rate (AMR) coder at 12.2 kbps mode, the analyzed two sets of LPC coefficients are jointly quantized using split matrix quantization [9] . For the enhanced mixed excitation linear prediction (MELPe) coder at 1200 bps and 600 bps mode, the respective three and four consecutive LSF frames are quantized using the multi stage vector quantization (MSVQ) [10] . The analyzed multiple LSF frames are also jointly encoded in the recently developed variations of the MELPe coder [11] [12] [13] .
Marcellin and Fisher introduced a trellis coded quantization (TCQ) to encode the LSF parameters [14] . TCQ achieved better performance than other conventional quantization methods in terms of distortion and complexity. Trellis coded VQ (TCVQ) generalizes TCQ to allow vector codebooks and branch labels for further performance improvement [15] . In the traditional TCQ and TCVQ, an initial trellis state is encoded as side information which is an additional rate for source samples or vectors. Blockconstrained TCQ (BC-TCQ) requires exactly one bit per source sample to specify the trellis path with low complexity [16] . Block-constrained TCVQ (BC-TCVQ) of LSF parameters for wideband speech coders was also proposed by combining TCVQ with BC-TCQ [17] [18] [19] .
The existing trellis encoding methods for LSF parameters [16] [17] [18] [19] are single-frame quantization schemes. In this paper, the efficient BC-TCVQ is developed for multi-frame LSF parameters quantization. The successive K frames LSF vectors are firstly interleaved to subvectors for trellis modeling. The number of interleaved subvectors equals to the order of LSF parameters and the elements in each subvector correspond to the same dimensional components of the K frames LSF vectors. The dependencies of the interleaved subvectors are modeled by using the block-constrained trellis structure, in which each trellis stage is associated with one interleaved subvector. The predictive BC-TCVQ systems are then designed to encode multiple frames of LSF parameters.
2.
Multi-frame coding of LSF parameters using BC-TCVQ
Trellis modeling of multi-frame LSF parameters
The discussed trellis structures are based on a rate-1/2 convolutional code, which has N=2 v trellis states and two branches entering/leaving each trellis state [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . For any 0 sv , a block-constrained trellis structure that allows 2 s initial trellis states and exactly 2 v-s terminal trellis states for each allowed initial trellis state. Given a block of m source scalars or vectors, a single Viterbi algorithm encoding [20] , starting from the allowed initial trellis states, proceeds in the normal trellis search up to the stage m-s. A unique terminating path, possibly dependent on the initial trellis state, is prespecified for each trellis state at stage m-s through stage m.
For the BC-TCQ of LSF parameters, each trellis stage corresponds to one dimension element of the LSF vector [16] . As to the BC-TCVQ of LSF parameters for wideband speech, one trellis stage is associated with two neighboring elements of the LSF parameters [17] [18] [19] . The LSF parameters show the natural ordering property in the same frame which indicates their intra-frame correlation dependencies [1, 21] . The associated one dimension element or two neighboring elements in each stage maintain the ordering property, which
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For the multi-frame LSF parameters quantization, K successive speech frames are grouped into a superframe. The LSF parameters of each frame are obtained using a P th order LPC analysis method applied on the short-term analysis window. The k th frame LSF vector for the superframe index n is denoted as 1, 2, , [ , ]
concatenated K frames LSF parameters need to be split into a proper number of subvectors for trellis modeling. The boundary elements of two adjacent LSF vectors violate the ordering property, which restricts the design of the predictive quantizer. Thus, the K successive frame LSF vectors in a superframe are interleaved to P subvectors, in which the same dimensional parameters of each LSF vector are grouped together. The number of elements in an interleaved subvector is same and equal to the superframe size K. Figure 1 shows the interleaved subvectors and associated stages for trellis modeling. The interleaved subvectors are denoted as ( ),( ) n PK f and the p th subvector is represented as
, for p=1 to P. P is equal to 10 for narrowband telephone speech. In this paper, the BC-TCVQ for multi-frame LSF parameters possesses a trellis structure with 16 states (N=16, v=4) and 10 stages (P=10). The interleaved 10 LSF subvectors are allocated to each trellis stage. Four initial and terminal states (s=2) are used in the block-constrained structure, i.e., two bits are used for both the initial state and terminal state [16] [17] [18] [19] . The ordering property is still maintained in the interleaved subvectors, which can be exploited to design the predictive BC-TCVQ for encoding multi-frame LSF parameters.
Predictive BC-TCVQ for multi-frame LSF parameters coding
There are significant dependencies between elements within a LSF vector and between consecutive LSF vectors, which are commonly referred to as intra-frame correlation and interframe correlation, respectively. The highest quantization efficiency can be achieved when both intra-frame and interframe correlations are removed. Since the subvectors are interleaved across frames, the subvector-based intrasuperframe prediction exploits both the intra-frame and interframe correlations of the consecutive LSF vectors in a superframe. An intra-superframe predictive quantization scheme for the interleaved K consecutive LSF vectors ( ),( ) n PK f with a first order autoregressive (AR) predictor is shown in Figure 2 .
which is the input of the BC-TCVQ, is computed as
where ,( ) A is the K by K intra-superframe prediction matrix. For simplicity, the prediction matrix is calculated by the open-loop approach using the training data [18] , and is given by 
where 01 p R and 11 p R are both K by K matrix and are given as Figure 1 : Interleaved subvectors and associated stages for trellis modeling.
When the mean-removed subvector There is dependence of the LSF parameters in current superframe and the last frame LSF parameters in previous superframe. An inter-superframe and intra-superframe predictive BC-TCVQ is depicted in Figure 3 . The AR interpredictor general perform better than moving average (MA) method in the error free transmission condition [22] . For the AR predictor, there is no noticeable performance gain after using predictor order higher than one. In this paper, a firstorder AR predictor is used to exploit inter-superframe dependence, as shown in Figure 3 . At the p th stage, the intersuperframe prediction is based on where NT is the superframe number of training data. As shown in Figure 3 , the intra-superframe prediction is performed after the inter-superframe prediction and the final prediction error vector is then quantized using BC-TCVQ.
Performance evaluation
Experiments are conducted using the TIMIT database [23] and all of the 4200 speech utterances are down sampled to 8 kHz. A total of 3800 sentences are selected for training and the remaining 400 sentences are used for testing. This results in a connection of 196.29 minutes training speech and 20.41 minutes testing speech. The 10th order LSF vectors are calculated for every 10 ms frame with a 30 ms Hamming window. K successive LSF frames are concatenated together for performance evaluation. In order to exploit the human auditory characteristics, the weighted Euclidian distance in [24] is used to design the predictive BC-TCVQ for multi-frame LSF parameters. To measure the performance of the quantized LSF parameters, we employ the spectral distance (SD) [25] [26] [27] , which is defined as follows: A frame-by-frame quantization method using the MSVQ [10, 25] is used for performance comparison. The design of MSVQ and the selection of parameters follow the experimental setup in [25] . The two-stages MSVQ is made by applying the LBG algorithm [28] on the training corpus using the weighted Euclidian distance [24] . The bits are divided equally between two stages, and for odd rates, the first stage is given as an extra bit. The predictive BC-TCQ with first order AR intra-frame predictor and AR inter-frame predictor [16] is another frame-by-frame quantization scheme for comparison. The bit allocation for predictive BC-TCQ of single-frame LSF parameters and predictive BC-TCVQ of two consecutive frames LSF parameters (at an encoding rate of 20 bits/frame) are shown in Table 1 . Regardless of the value of K, the blockconstrained trellis structure requires one bit per stage, i.e., in total 10 bits, to specify the trellis path. As the K value increases, more bits will be allocated to specify the subset codeword. For the BC-TCQ, the minimum encoding rate is 20 bits/frame since at least 1 bit is allocated for the subset codeword of each stage, i.e., totally 10 bits for subset codeword.
In the experiment, we consider transparent quality to be achieved when the average SD is approximately 1 dB, and the 2 dB outlier frames are less than 2% [21, 29] . When this condition is valid the fraction of 4 dB outliers is negligible or
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Inter-superframe Prediction Figure 3 : Predictive BC-TCVQ with first order AR intra-superframe predictor and first order AR inter-superframe predictor.
zero. Table 2 shows the simulation results for the MSVQ and predictive BC-TCQ of single-frame LSF parameters at different bit rates. The MSVQ and BC-TCQ show transparent quality at an encoding rate of 24 bits/frame and 23 bits/frame, respectively. Table 3 depicts the results of multi-frame LSF parameters encoding using the developed predictive BC-TCVQ schemes at different bit rates. For quantizing two frames jointly (K=2), it can be observed that predictive BC-TCVQ with only intrasuperframe predictor, labeled as Scheme-intra, achieves the transparent quality using 20 bits/frame. The predictive BC-TCVQ with both inter-superframe and intra-superframe predictors, denoted as Scheme-inter&intra, achieves the transparency at a low encoding rate of 18 bits/frame. Comparing the predictive BC-TCQ of single frame LSF parameters, Scheme-intra and Scheme-inter&intra with regard to two frames LSF parameters quantization can save 3 bits and 5 bits, respectively. The performance improvement of developed schemes are attributed to the bit saving of trellis path and the exploitation of correlation between consecutive LSF frames. As more frames are concatenated (K=3, K=4, K=5), the developed schemes achieve the transparent coding at a more reduced bit rate. For jointly quantizing five frames LSF parameters (K=5), the transparent coding of Scheme-intra and Scheme-inter&intra are achieved as low as 16 bits/frame and 15 bits/frame encoding rate, respectively. The overall dependence of the K th frame LSF parameters in previous superframe and the current superframe diminishes as the increase of K, and hence, it narrows the performance difference between Scheme-inter&intra and Scheme-intra. Comparing with the single-frame LSF parameters quantization method, the developed multi-frame encoding schemes reduce the bit rate significantly for transparent coding.
The developed multi-frame LSF quantization schemes produce very good performance when the encoding rate is as low as 14 bits per frame or even lower bit rate for large consecutive frame number K. Three or four frames (K=3, 4) LSF parameters are usually encoded jointly for the speech coders with moderate delay, in which the developed multiframe quantization schemes can be applied efficiently. In most cases, the Scheme-inter&intra produces better performance than the Scheme-intra. There are occasions, however, small inter-superframe correlation is present, when rapid changes in LSF traces are evident, and hence, the Scheme-intra is preferred. The Scheme-inter&intra can be combined with a safety-net framework [30] to provide better robustness against the outliers. 
Conclusions
In this paper, the predictive block-constrained trellis coded vector quantization (BC-TCVQ) are developed for encoding multi-frame line spectral frequency (LSF) parameters. In the developed schemes, the bit saving of trellis path and the exploitation of correlation between consecutive LSF frames lead to the significant improvement in the quantization performance. The performance evaluation is compared with the single-frame LSF quantization method using multi-stage vector quantization (MSVQ) and predictive block-constrained trellis coded quantization (BC-TCQ), demonstrating significant reduction of bit rate for transparent coding. The developed multi-frame LSF quantization schemes show satisfactory performance even at very low encoding rate, and thus can be applied to the speech coders with moderate delay.
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